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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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serotonina
It is the name of a natural chemical, which is neurotransmitter, and which is generated by the transformation of
Tryptophan.  It is known as the happiness hormone.  Chemically this substance is an amine.  It is the cause of the
transmission of messages from the central nervous system. 

serón
It was the name of a Seleucid Thracian general who served in the army of Antiochus IV.  Name of a Spanish village in
Almeria and another in Soria.  Surname of Spanish origin (Cerón also exists).  Large basket type.  Bag, bag or sack to
carry the bread. 

serpenteado
It means that it forms sinuousness, undulations or scooly.  Inflection winding means it changes direction constantly,
forming curves or turns in the form of a moving snake. 

serpentear
It means it forms twists and turns.  It forms ripples or bends, which has or forms curves.  What a sinuous form.  It takes
the form of a snake. 

serpiente
It means snake, reptile, office.  It can also mean demon or evil person.  Viper.  Name of a Constellation, also known as
Serpens. 

serpiente látigo
In Colombia it is another way of calling the snake or snake fueteadora.  Its scientific name is Chironius monticola and it
belongs to the Colubridae family.  It is not poisonous. and abounds in the coffee zone.  It is usually emerald green.  It
defends itself with lashes that it hits with its tail. 

serpophaga
It means he eats mosquitoes or jejenes.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Tyrannidae.  We also
know them by the names of flycatchers, pyophytes, tyrannies, muscats, musketeers, or tiquitiquis.

serrabranca
Serra Branca is more indicated.  They are Portuguese words that mean Sierra Blanca.  It is the name of a Brazilian
municipality in the State of Paraíba, in the Northeast and in the Mesoregion of Boborema .  Name of the football team of
that same city (Serra Branca Esporte Clube). 

serrabrancaíta
Serrabrancaita, means of Serra Branca (Sierra Blanca in Portuguese), born or resident of Serra Branca, Brazilian city of
the State of Paraiba.  Serrabrancano.  There is also the municipality of Serra Branca in the State of Minas Gerais.  In
addition, Serra Branca is a Portuguese mountain range in the Azores.  The serrabrancaita is also the name of a mineral.

serrallo
It can mean sumptuous palace, abode, palace.  The word comes from the Persian term saray (and the Turkish saray)
meaning palace, abode.  It can be taken as synonymous with Haren.  Set of people living around the sultan.  By



extension place of lust .

serrano
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It means that it is related to or belongs to the sierra (mountains, mountain
range).  It is the name of a Metro station in Madrid, under the Goya Street.  The name of a municipality of Argentina, in
the province of Córdoba.

serrato
It means it has teeth or saw shape.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Anatomy name of a muscle on the inside of the
shoulder . 

serrero
It means originating in the sierra, which comes from the mountain range or mountain.  It also means wild, wild, wild.  It
requires be tamed.  With c, cerrero means bitter, dark and sweet (Brown, red).

sersiorar
The correct term is to make sure and write with c .  Denotes that something is confirmed as true.  It means ratifying,
confirming, certifying, corroborating, securing, verifying.

sertâo
In Portuguese it means desert (or large desert, desertonic, serton).  In Brazil it is the name of a Geographical Region
that occupies the Northeast of the country.  It comprises the so-called Planalto and is made up of the territories of the
States of Alagoas, Bahia, Ceará, Pernambuco, Paraíba, Rio Grande do Norte, Piauí and Sergipe.

sertón
In Portuguese sertao, desert.  It is the name given to the Geographical Region of northeastern Brazil, which covers large
extensions of the states of Sergipe, Alagoas, Bahia, Pernambuco, Paraíba, Rio Grande do Norte, Ceará and Piauí. 
Those who are from the region are called sertanejos.  They make up the flat and form small hills.  It is the area with the
lowest rainfall.  

serval
Cat breed (Savannah).  Skinny wild cat that looks like a deer.  Name of a medium-sized African feline.  Its scientific
name is Leptailurus serval.  It belongs to the Felidae family. 

servicaja
ATM of the Social Savings Bank, in Colombia.  Type of banking service with ATMs.  In Mexico is the name of a
company dedicated in Toluca to the manufacture and commercialization of cardboard boxes.

serviciala
It is a term used in Gran Canaria.  It is the feminine of helpful, which is an adjective that can be used for both sexes.  It
can be used as a noun and means maid or housekeeper.

serviciales
Person prone to help or collaborate with others.  Plural helpful.  In Colombia you mean attentive, attentive, considerate,
kind, courteous.



servidores
Domestic servants, workers, servants, managers, workers, laborers. People who run any type of service. Useful.
Employees.

servil
In Colombia it means unworthy, low, flattering, creepy, submissionous.  It also means abject, meek, obedient,
subordinate, manageable.  Given.

serviola
In Marinery, it is the name given to a thick fishmonth who is placed near and out of the ship's wall.  It is also a class of
ships of the Spanish Navy, which corresponds to Ocean Patrolmen or High Patrolmen. 

sesentera
It may refer to the 1960s to 1969.  Which is from that time.  It could also mean that it is "on the sixth floor" so that its age
is between sixty and sixty-nine years. 

sesgados
Plural of biased .  It may refer to a type of cut diagonally, crooked, oblique.  It is also a concept or opinion, which means
partial, subjective, disproportionate or unbalanced (with preference).

sesgo
It means inclination, misguided guidance on some matter.  It's usually a flawed interpretation to favor someone. 

sesgos
Bent, cut or located obliquely. Diagonal. Diverted to a side. Shady or dubious business. Derived from a boat.

sesma
It is the name of a Spanish municipality.  Autonomous Community of Navarra.  Name of a hill in that same region. 
Sesma, was the name of a type of administrative division for the lands of royalengo in the Kingdom of Aragon.  They
were also called sexma or seysma and each grouped several villages.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.

sesos
It's a way of calling the brain or brain mass.  Colloquially mind, intelligence.  In Culinaria it is a dish that is prepared with
the brains of some animals. 

sesuda
In Colombia you mean you think a lot, thinking.  It also means smart.  It requires deep analysis. 

sesudo
It means intelligent, shrewd, analytical, of great mental power, clever, lucid, ingenious.  Wise, judicious, thoughtful,
prudent.  It requires a deep analysis or to be meditated in depth. 

set
Name of Adam and Eve's third child.  A set of elements that share a common property or have a common purpose.  In



the game of tennis, each of the stages of which a match is composed (also used in the same sense in other stage sports
such as volleyball). 

seta
Fungi that shaped hat.  Sporocarps fruiting bodies of fungi or ( bacidiomicetos )  Kallampas or mushrooms in quechua (
South of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and Chile ).

setabense
It's the same as Jativés.  It means that it is native to Játiva, a Spanish municipality in the Province of Valencia. 

seteado
It means ready, prepared, arranged.  In optimal condition for use.  Inflection of setear , which means to prepare.  Enlist,
arrange, compose. 

setear
It is the action of putting rolls or curls on the hair to ripple it.  In computer or systems engineering, that is to configure ,
schedule .  It can also be assumed that setear is to consume, grow or harvest mushrooms (edible mushrooms).  This
latter concept in several Andean countries and of Quechua influence, is also called callamping.

setenta
It is a number that is represented by a seven followed by a zero ( 70 ).  You mean seven times ten. 

seti
It was the name of two Egyptian Pharaohs.  Seti I or Sethy I was the son of Ramesses and Sitra.  Seti II was from
Merenptah and Isis-Nefert II.  Names of the second and fifth Egyptian pharaohs of the XIX Dynasty.  SETI is also the
acronym for intelligent life search programs in the cosmos or "Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence".  In Colombia it is
also the acronym for a computer company called Specialized Technology and Computer Services - SETI . 

setier
It was an old measure of capacity in France which was used to measure large quantities of liquids, especially between
150 and 300 litres.  It was similar to a barrel, barrel or container.

seto
Fence made with plants which is given form of tapia or wall.  Fenced, near made with Interwoven branches and even
with live plants.  Fencing, fence, fence, hedge, fence, Palisade, palisade.

setopagis
It means he cheats moths.  Who eats moths.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Caprimulgidae.  They are
small chotacabras.  In Colombia we call them sleepers.  Chotacabras boy.

setophaga
It means moth-eater.  It is the name of a genus of birds of the family Parulidae, They are known by the common names
of reinitas, chips or bijirites.  They're just American species.



setrenzan
setrenzan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Are they braided" being its meaning:<br>It is right are braided,
or trenzanse. It is an inflection of braided. It means that they intertwine, they engage. Comb the hair into braids or
crisnejas. A conflict or a dispute.

setunx
Setunx or best Setun-X.  It was a type of Russian computer in its tenth version, created in the 60´s years, they were very
rudimentary.  Setun is the name of a Russian River.

seucy
In several indigenous cultures of vaupés in Colombia, it is the name given to the Constellation of Las Pléyades and in
some cases to the sun.  Among these cultures are those of the Tupi-Guarani, Tucani and Arawak linguistic families. 
They are from territories of Colombia and Brazil, mainly settled the basins of the Vaupés and Negro rivers.   According
to legend it is the indigenous Mother of Yuruparí who was her great Chief and Guide.  The word Yuruparí means
begotten by a fruit (allegedly the piquia).

seudo-
It is a prefix of Greek origin, meaning "That appears, that resembles or that simulates".  Similar, similar, false. 

seudoartista
Pseudoartista. Pseudo or pseudo means false, apparent. Seudoartista is a person who appears to be an artist, which
pretends to be artist, fake artist. Artist mediocre or poor quality or bad reputation. False creator or author.

seudociencia
Pseudoscience can also be used.  It means that it looks like a science even though it is not.  That it is not a true science.
 That it has no scientific rigor. 

seudofaustico
Pseudofaustico or seudofaustico are models that sociologists and economists study.  Take as an example Faustus the
protagonist of the work of Goethe.

sevillano
It means Hispalense, a person born or originally from Seville (Spain).  Resident or related to Seville.

sevillero
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Sevillano).  It means relative to Seville, of Seville. 

sexapil
It is the sex appeal that has or exercises a person over others.  It comes from the term sex appeal ( English voice ). 
Spell, charm, seduction.

sexenio
It's a period of time that equals six years.  Time of government in some countries such as Chile. 



sexgenario
sexgenario is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sexagenario" being its meaning:<br>Sexgenario is
misspelled. The right thing is Sexagenario. You want to say 60-year-old. It has 60 years. Pre-sixties, sesentañero.

sexitana
Person or woman from Almuñécar an Andalusian population.  It is because the Roman era the people were called Sexi. 
The doll. 

sexitano
It is another Gentile used to designate someone from Almuñécar a Spanish city in the Province of Granada (Andalusia). 
It is because in Roman times the population was called Sexi.  The doll. 

sexmo
It means sixth part, sixth.  It is the name of an administrative and territorial division used in the Middle Ages in Castile. 

sexo
It is a set of features, which allow you to divide the individuals of a species in males and females (male and female). 
Sexual act.  Copulation.

sexo bioligico
The correct term is biological sex. It means the anatomy of each sex, either male, female, or intersex. It includes the
internal organs, external organs of each case, hormones and chromosomes.

sexo contra natura
It means it's an abnormal sex, which is not natural, that goes against nature. 

sexofilo
Etymologically it means friend of sex.  That likes sex.

sexshop
It is a type of warehouse specialized in sex toys and erotic garments. 

sexteta
It is a group made up of six individuals.

sextorsion
sextortion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sextortion" being its meaning:<br>It is extortion which is made
by photographs or pornographic videos uploaded to clandestine way encumbered or social networks. In some cases the
blackmailer pursues sex with the person extorsionada.

sexy
It means sensual, seductive, attractive.  The term sexy can also be used. 



sécula
It is a Latin word meaning century, cycle of one hundred years (must not wear tilde).

sémola
Thick wheat flour.  It can also be coarse flour from any cereal.  Wheat.  flour with which food paste is made.

sépalo
It is an inflection of knowing.  It means understand, understand, know, guess, dominate.  It is also in Botany in the form
of shell elements forming the calyx of a flower.  Blades that make up the chalice.

séptico
It means that it contains pathogenic germs.  That can cause an infection.  Requiring disinfection.  In Sanitary
Engineering, it is a type of well or pit where sewage accumulates or discharges. 

séptimo arte
It is the name given to the cinema.  Seventh form of man manifest their artistic abilities.  The other six are in their order
of architecture, sculpture, painting, music, poetry ( Literature ) and dance.

séquito
A group of people who accompany or escort someone important.  Company, retinue, companions, courtship, escort,
comparsa, cut.

sérum
It is a generally aqueous substance of low density that has application in cosmetology.  It has the property of quickly
penetrating the lower layers of the skin.  It usually contains hyaluronic acid.  They can exist of two classes.  The facial
used on the face and capillary. 

sésil
In Botany: It means insert, inserted without peduncle, in the case of leaves.  Leaves are stalked that adhere directly to
the stem or branch.  In zoology is an organism that is attached to a rock or the bottom of the sea, like an oyster or a
Mussel.

shaddai
It is one of the names that God receives in Hebrew.  Almighty God. 

shader
Shaders technology or shaders is any unit written in a shading language that can be compiled independently. It is a
recent technology and that has undergone a major evolution destined to provide the programmer an interaction with 40
graphics processing unit; 41 GPU; until now impossible. Shaders are used to perform transformations and create special
effects, such as lighting, fire or fog. Shaders used specific high-level languages that allow the independence of hardware
for its programming.

shadi
It is a name of Iranian origin that means Happiness.  In Arabic it means singer, the one who sings, cheerful.  The
Lebanese say it means "song of the birds at dawn".  It is used by both men and women.  Variants: Shady and Chady. 



Name of Colombian athlete, born in San Andrés, who participated in the Reality El Desafio, His full name is Shadi Harb. 
He is from a Lebanese family. 

shady
It is a word from the English language that means shaded, gloomy, murky, suspicious.  That generates distrust. 

shaft spin
They are the words of the English language and means the axis of the shaft. Rotation of an axis line.

shaft spin
They are the words of the English language and means the axis of the shaft. Rotation of an axis line.

shah
Also used Sah or Sha.  It is the transliteration of a word in Persian meaning King.  It was the name of a god of Egyptian
mythology husband of Sotis or Sothis.  In Greek it was known as Orion.  It was also a title given to iran's former rulers. 
In Persian he means King or Emperor.  It is also the abbreviation of that name or title (Shahanshah), which means King
of Kings.  The female is Shahbanou which means Queen or Empress. 

shal
commando is incorrectly written and should be written as "Commando or shawl." being its meaning:<br>Commando or
shawl is an accessory that women by way of mantle, used to cover the hair, the head or use as coat covering the
shoulders.  They are usually very soft and lightweight fabrics.  Mantle, shawl, pashmina.  It is considered an elegant and
seductive garment. It is a city of Iran in the province of Qazvin.

shallot
It means shallot or charlotte in English.  It is a type of plant used as a condiment and is similar to onion.  Scalton, shallot,
charlotte.  Its scientific name is Allium ascalonicum and it belongs to the Amaryllidaceae family. 

shamash
Deity of the Sun in the ancient Semitic religion among the Assyrians. God of Justice in Babylon. It was up to the God Utu
or Tammuz.

shambar
Shambar or chambar is the name of a popular dish and farmer from the typical cuisine of the North of the Peru.  It is a
thick soup that has wheat, beans and beans, plus has pork and ham.

shamisén
It is the name of a Japanese musical instrument, consisting of three strings.  It is also called samisén.  It is a derivation
of the similar Chinese instrument, called sanxián. 

sharing car
These are English language terms, which mean borrowed carts, rental carts.  Cars or cars for temporary use, shared
vehicles.  It is a form of transport that is becoming popular in the world. 



shariz
It means plain, flat earth.  It can also mean anger, rage, resentment.  It is an Arabic name, used by both men and
women.  Shari, without the z or s, is a word of Japanese origin and refers to a Bonsai technique that is made siobre
dead wood.  It is also a type of flavored rice that is used to make sushi. 

sharon
The correct term is Sharon, which is a name of Hebrew origin meaning that love, charm, charming woman.  Sharon is
the name of a town in the State of Vermont in the United States.   Sharon, with accents, is the surname of a military and
political israeli, now deceased.

sharp
sharp is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sharp ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Japanese brand of
appliances.  Multinational Japanese producer of household appliances.

sharpiana
It means relative to Sharp, or also dedicated to Sharp, in honor of Sharp.  It can refer to the Japanese electronics
company, or to any character with the surname Sharp.  It may also be related to the SHARP movement, which stands
for Skinheads Against Racial Prejudice.  Another possible meaning may be sharp, sharp, pointed. 

shaylas
Plural of shayla .  Shaila or shaila can also be used.  It is the Arabic name of a cloth or scarf that Muslim women use to
cover their hair and/or face.  It is considered a common type or class of hijab.  It is widely used mostly in the Persian
Gulf area and in Saudi Arabia.

shá
Also used Sah or Shah.  It was the name of a god of Egyptian mythology husband of Sotis or Sothis.  In Greek it was
known as Orion.  It was also a title given to iran's former rulers.  In Persian he means King or Emperor.  It is also the
abbreviation of that name or title (Shahanshah), which means King of Kings.  The female is Shahbanou which means
Queen or Empress. 

sheet
It is a word from the English language that means leaf, sheet, sheet.  It can also mean curtain, cloak, or shroud. 

sheirys
It is a name of English origin woman. It means bright, brilliant, great glow. Variants Sheiris, Cheiris, Sherlin or ball gown.

shell
It is an English word meaning shell or leaflet.  Popular name by which is known to an oil company of origin in the
Netherlands, whose initial full name was Koninklijke Nederlandse Petroleum Maatschappij which translates Royal Dutch
Petroleum Company and that after several business transformations took the name of Royal Dutch Shell and British
registration.  It is also a product brand for the automotive industry of oils, additives and lubricants.  Headquarters of The
Biomax S Service Stations.  To.  of Colombia .  From 24 January 2022 it will be called Shell plc.  It is headquartered in
London and its operation is global.  Shell was also the name of a British-born Shell Transport and Trading Company that
merged with Royal Dutch. 

shelsy



It is one of the variants of Chelsea (pronounced Chelsi or Chelsy).  It is the name of a town and district of London, in
England and another in Canada in the Province of Quebec.  It is also a woman's name of Anglo-Saxon origin and means
port, the one who welcomes.  Welcoming, friendly, hospitable, cordial, protective. 

shengo
It means lazy, lazy.  Also neglected in the toilet and dressing.  untidy.  Chengo is also used. 

sheppardia
Dedicated to Sheppard.  Sheppard.  It is a genus of small African birds in the family Muscicapidae.  They are small and
insectivorous.  They are known as akelats.

shevita
It is a word of the Hebrew language and means strike.  In Bulgarian means sewing, sewing.  It is also the name of a
women's clothing store in Australia.  Character of the anime world, in World of warcraft .  She's a beast hunter. 

shevitá
It is a term in the Hebrew language that means to stop, rest, stop (stop).  Rest or downtime. 

shigara
shigara is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Shigara." being its meaning:<br>It is a Vampire Slayer raccoon.
Shingara is also a dish similar to empanadas Bengali.

shigra
It is a word of Quechua origin that means woven backpack.  Knitted weaving talego. 

shiita
The proper term is Shiite.  It means follower of Ali.  It is one of the names that are followers of an offshoot of Islam (are
approximately 15% of Muslims).  They are also known as Shia or Shi'a.  Which the traditional school of Muslim
jurisprudence is known already ' made.  Shiite or Shiite, is that every Muslim who believes that Ali ibn Abi Tálib was the
successor and immediate Caliph of the Prophet Muhammad.

shimita
He is a musician and singer of African origin.

shinga
In Central America and especially in Guatemala, it means coffee cuncho.  Erase, waste, sediment, precipitate.  Chinga
is also used.

shinobi
In Japan it was a group of mercenaries that used unorthodox techniques.  Bad ninjas or wild ninjas .  Rough ninjas . 

shirgo
Shirgo or chirgo, is a word used in Mexico to indicate scruffy, dirty, unkempt and ragged.



shirley
It's a woman's name of Celtic origin.  It means whitening, bright, clear, which is brilliant.

shivani
It means Beloved wife of Shiva.  It is a woman's name of Hindu origin.  Model name, presenter and singer, called
Shibani Dandekar (he writes it with b). 

shiwiar
The name of an indigenous ethnic group is present in Peru and Ecuador.  Shiwiar is also the language that they speak. 
Also referred to as Achuar.  The word alone wants to say man, human being.  These Indians live in the province of
Pastasa (Ecuador) and in the provinces of Loreto and Datem del Marañón (Peru).

shoá
It is a word of Hebrew origin that means holocaust, genocide, catastrophe.  Word used to designate the Nazi genocide
by the Jews. 

shobia
Shobia or Sobia is a female name, used in Pakistan.  Shobia Khan Khan and Ahmed Shobia are actresses of that
country.

shockeado
It means shocked, affected, impacted, beaten.  It's an anglilicism.  which derives from shock, which means shock,
commotion, alteration, impact.  Shocked. 

shofar
It's a very rudimentary wind instrument.  It is made with animal horns, especially rams or beef.  The term originates from
Hebrew.  You can also say chofar. 

sholco
In Central America and especially in Guatemala means mueco, toothless, toothless.  Cholco is also used.  Child who's
moulting his teeth.

sholicola
It means short wings.  Shola Short-Winged Bird (a region of India).  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Muscicapidae.  It is a genus of alycortos comprising 3 species of Indian birds.

shome
It's a Hindu surname.  It also exists in Banglaseh.  Last name of an actress born in Kolkata, named Tillotama Shome.  It
is also the surname of a Canadian footballer named Shamit Shome.  In Argentina in lunfardo slang means homeless,
poor, beggar, miserable. 

shona
It is one of the names that receives a language of Bantu origin, spoken in Zimbaue, Zambia, Mozambique and
Botswana.  It is spoken by about 9 million people.  It is also called chishona. 



shopping
It's an English language term that means buying, shopping.

shopping bag
It means shopping bag, shopping bag.  These are English language terms. 

short
Pronounce chort.  It is an anglicism, which means short, mocho, trimmed.  Clothing which is obtained by cutting the
sleeves of a bluyin or pants cowboy, something above the knee.

shua
It is a phoneme of the Chinese language that means brush.

shubertiano
The correct term must be Schubertian.  It means relative to Schubert, in the style of Schubert, the Austrian musician,
called Franz Peter Schubert. 

shuj
It is an Aboriginal people (ethnic group) of Mayan roots who lives on the border of Guatemala and Mexico, in the vicinity
of Huehuetenango, in the municipalities of San Mateo Ixtatán and San Sebastián Coatán. Thus it is called also to your
language.

shuko
shuko is incorrectly written and should be written as "Lechouque, or chuco." being its meaning:<br>I think that they
wanted to write Chuco or Lechouque. If so can be a word of quechua origin. It has different meaning depending on the
pronunciation. If they say Chuku or chuco, mean semi-sitting, Crouch. But if they say Chukko or chukka refer to a wild
bird.

shul
It is a word of Hebrew origin that means school.  It is a way of calling the Jews their synagogue or place of prayer. 

shumo
In Guatemala it means ordinary, ordinary or common person.

shumpillan
In Peru it is the name of a populated center, located in the Ancash Region.  It belongs to the District of Parobamba,
Pomabamba Province. 

shunt
It is a word of the English language which means in electricity make a parallel or derivation of a part of a circuit.

shuntar
Electricity is put a part of a circuit in parallel with another.  It is derived from the English to shunt.



shur
It's a Hebrew word meaning wall, wall.  Locality name quoted in Old Testament .  Also in the Bible is called the Shur
Way, which is a path that connects Egypt with the lands of Canaan.  It was very fertile ground in the Nile Delta.  It was
located along the Wadi Tumilat

shusheta
In Argentina it means aristocrat, distinguished, elegant, who dresses very well.  It is the name of a tango.  A famous
version is performed by Ángel D'Agostino and Ángel Vargas.  The composer of the music was Juan Carlos Cobián and
the lyrics of Enrique Domingo Cadicamo. 

shute
In Guatemala means tucked in, lambon, toad, meddler.  Person who interferes with what should not matter to him.

siacara
The correct term is siácara, with tilde.  It means nonconformity, disagreement, divergence, discord, difference, conflict. 
It can also mean enough or stop.  It is a term used in Cuba and santeria.  Siácara is the name of a song by Gonzalo
Grau and The Secret Key.

siamang
It is the common name given to the arboreal gibbon.  Its scientific name is Symphalangus syndactylus and belongs to
the family Hylobatidae .  It is only found in Sumatra, Malaysia, and Thailand.

siames
Siamese is incorrectly written and should be written as "Siamese ( with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Siamese ( with tilde ).  It means originally from Siam.  It is a breed of cat originating in Thailand, so it is also known as
Thai cats.  Infants who are born by any part of the body.

siameses
Plural of Siamese .  It means that it is originally from Siam (former name of a Kingdom of Asia, which is now known as
Thailand).  Twin brothers who are born united by some part of their bodies. 

siapoa
SIAPOA stands for system for the integration and management of the annual operating programme. It is a tool used in
much-needed management, because it facilitates the establishment of guidelines and policies will continue to establish
programmes of activities in an organized and consistent manner the specific functions of each area in an institution.

siase
In Mexico, it is the acronym for Integral System for the Administration of Educational Services, of the Universidad
Autónoma de Nuevo León.

sibara
Sibara is incorrectly written, and should be written as Sibara.  being its meaning: is a genus of plants in the family
Brassicaceae.  They have botanical kinship with cardamom and ginger.

sibiela



Both Sibiela and Subiela are rare surnames, of Romanian origin, but exist in Romania, Poland and Italy.  They mean
that it is from Sibiel, originally from Sibiel, a village in Sibiu County in Transylvania.  It is also sometimes used as a
woman's name.  The male version is Sibiel, the same name of the village.

sibila
It means pythoness.  Person, usually female, who according to the ancient Greeks and Romans had the power to
predict the future.  Sibylla , Sibyl of Cuma.  Name of an asteroid 168 . 

sibilancias
In medicine it is garish and whistling noise that is generated in the respiratory tract to inspire or expiring the air.

sibilante
It means it produces or general whistles.  That causes hissing in the ears or airways.  It is also medically referred to as
Tinnitus. 

sibilante espiratorio
It is a sharp whistle, causing the patient to expel the air. It is a reflection of a bronchial obstruction, usually caused by
respiratory problems, asthma or congestive heart failure. In Colombia we say pechuguera.

sibilinamente
It means in a hidden or enigmatic way.  That generates confusion or that is indecipherable.  Mysteriously. 

sibilino
It means mysterious, that hides something, that contains an enigma.  Secret, mysterious, hidden, inexplicable,
enigmatic, intriguing.  cryptid.  It also means ambiguous, confusing, imprecise. 

sibiojen
sibiojen is incorrectly written, and should be written as "CIBIOGEM" being its meaning:<br>The word is misspelled, it is
correct CIBIOGEM, which is an acronym. The CIBIOGEM is the inter-ministerial Commission on biosecurity of
genetically-modified organisms. This entity is responsible for establishing security policies in the field of biotechnology in
Mexico ( Safe use of genetically modified organisms GMOs ).

sica
It is a very small type of white weapon, used in Ancient Rome.  Very small dagger.  Small dagger.

sicafilia
It may mean, that he loves the activities of SICAFI, that he relies on SICAFI.  It is part of the program or that activity and
supports it.  SICAFI is the system that contains information related to phytosanitary campaigns operating in Mexico. 

sicafilica
It can mean, SICAFI-related, that it relates to SICAFI.  That is part of that program or that activity.  SICAFI is the system
that contains information related to phytosanitary campaigns operating in Mexico.

sicalis



It means yellow jilguero, canary, yellowillito.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Thraupidae.  It
comes from the Greek word Sikalis or Sukalis, yellow bird dun name in Ancient Greece.  It was yellow with a little black
head.  In Colombia we also call them Sabbath canaries.

sicario
Person who kills others on request.  Person who uses knives to kill.  Killer who commits his crimes using sicca. 
Murderer, thug.  Currently it is called a hitman to every thug, without considering the type of weapon you use.

sicarios
Plural of hitman .  People hired killers, people who are dedicated to killing for pay.  People who kill for hire. 

sicílico
It was a measure of weight that was equivalent to a quarter-ounce among the Romans.

sicnificado de roxel
It is the name of an English company dedicated to the production of propulsion engines.  It has a subsidiary in France. 
Roxel is also the name of a German town Münster.

sicomoro
The most used term is Sycamore, but Sycamore is also accepted.  It is one of the common names of a tree in the family
Moraceae, whose scientific name is Ficus sycomorus.  They also say African huguera or Sycamore fig tree.

sicomoros
It is one of the common names of the Ficus tree sycomorus Moraceae family.  He is also known as fig tree Egyptian,
fake fig tree, tree of the Virgin.  Its wood is used to make coffins and amulets, provision of firewood.  Its fruits are very
desired by the birds.

sicosiado
You can write Psicosiado or sicosiado. Used in Colombia and Chile's most common way and to say obsessed,
sugestionado, paranoid. distressed. Victim of a psychosis or an obsession, which is an obsession is a mental illness, it is
a psychic disturbance produced by a fixed idea, which assails the mind with stubborn persistence. The obsession has
multiple facets of expression.

sidekick
It is a word from the English language that means companion, comrade, friend, buddy, parce, carnal.  It was also the
name of a piece of software. 

siderúrgica
Steelworks.  Place where melt iron for steel and other ferrous alloys.  Factory steel and iron alloys.

sidonia
Sidonia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Sidonia; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It was the
name of one of the characters in the Opera Armide by Christoph Willibald Gluck.  It was a woman, Armide's confidant. 
Name of a United States warship of Guerra.  The name of a district or region of the Czech Republic.  It is a female name
used in Germany.



siegena
It means from Siegen or dedicated to Siegen, which is the name of a german town in North Rhine-Westphalia.  Name
given to an asteroid . 

siembra
It can mean crop, plot.  Action or effect of sowing.  Plant.  Inflection of sowing .  In the sport of tennis are the players who
by their quality are placed by fixed draw, in the box of a competition, without undergoing the previous phase of
classification.  Time in which the cultivation processes begin. 

siempreviva azul
It is one of the common names of an ornamental or garden plant.  It is also known in Spain as beautified, comforted,
captain or straw flower.  Its scientific name is Limonium sinuatum and belongs to the family Plumbaginaceae. 

sien
Small depression that is located on both sides of the forehead between the ear and the eye.  It's a very delicate part of
the head.

siena
It's a color.  It means earthy, brown, ochre.  .  It is the name of an Italian city, in the Tuscany Region.  It is also the name
of an Italian Province in the same region.   Name of an ancient Egyptian city, which is currently called Aswan. 

sienés
It means that it is an earthy, brown or ochre color.  .  It is native to Siena, an Italian city, in the Tuscany Region.  It is also
native to or related to an Italian Province in that same region.  Native to an ancient Egyptian city, which is currently
called Aswan. 

sienés
It means that it is an earthy, brown or ochre color.  .  It is native to Siena, an Italian city, in the Tuscany Region.  It is also
native to or related to an Italian Province in that same region.  Native to an ancient Egyptian city, which is currently
called Aswan. 

sieno
In Esperanto is the name of a city and a Province ( Siena ) in the Region of Tuscany in Italy.  The word silt with c, means
mud, mud, mud.

sierpe
It means large snake.  It is also a way of calling a person who is characterized by being violent, fierce, wild, angry, rabid.

sieso
To say that triviality, trifle, smallness, banal, lacks fully value, unimportant, insignificant, trivial, trivial.  In Colombia we
say " I care a radish " " I care a sieso " " I care a damn " to mean that we don't care, that it is worth nothing to " vale egg
34.

siesta



It is a short period of rest or sleep that is taken after eating.  Time for rest or sleep. 

sifaca
Sifaka or sifaka is the name of several species of primates of the genus Propithecus, most of them endangered.  They
belong to the family Indriidae .

sifaka
Sifaka or sifaka is the name of several species of primates of the genus Propithecus, most of them endangered.  They
belong to the family Indriidae .

sifilete
It is one of the ways to call a kind of bird of paradise, sifilet or sefilet, in New Guinea.  Its scientific name is Parotia
sefilata and belongs to the family Paradisaeidae .

sifocante
sifocante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sofocante" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is stifling.  It
means that it causes hot flashes.  It means hot, warm, hot, warm, sultry, rarefied, caliginous, suffocating. 
Overwhelming, desperate.

sifon
The correct term is siphon, with tilde.  In Colombia.  Beer served from a bottle that out to pressure.  Carbonated water
which is contained in a sealed bottle.   Hydraulics is a drain tube double curve which allows the passage of water in one
direction only and not allow it to return.  In Colombia it is also mouth of a drain, drain, sump.

sifón
It is a Greek word meaning tube, main.  In Colombia sump or drain.  Tube curved twice allowing the passage of water
when the level goes up, but that does not let her return.  Tube curved pipe that prevents the output or return of liquids
and gases or odors from the wastewater.  In biology, tubular structure of molluscs provided by locomotion.   Snorkeling
(or snorkel) native of some aquatic larvae of insects (eg.  Horseflies).  Hiponomo or funnel some animals marine
molluscs.  Bottle that has a seal and release under pressure of carbonated water or beer.  In Colombia beer served in a
vase, and that comes from a bottle or sealed barrel.

sigas
It is a turning point to follow.  It means continue, continue, insist, pursue, accompany, track, imitate, emulate.

sigelinde
sigelinde is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sigelinde ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is one of
the characters in the Opera of Richard Wagner the Walquiria or the Valkyrie.  It is one of the warriors who faced the
Nibelungen.

sigi-saga
SIGI-saga is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Siqui-remove" being its meaning:<br>I think this word is
misspelled. It could be Siqui-remove. If so refer to a large in the Eastern Plains tree which is equivalent to the male
cedar, red 40 Ceiba; Pachira quinata, or Bombacopsis quinata ). Also called a dance of aborigines in Brazil and
Colombia as well.



sigi-saga
SIGI-saga is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zigzag" being its meaning:<br>In many applications the words
are misspelled and that doubts arise. If the reference in sigi-saga which is made is interpreted as Zigzag, as another
contributor says, means walking faltering or contact changing course. Broken line. Wobbly walk. Scissors with teeth cut.

sigillaria
Name of a fossil non-woody plant, although the size of a tree (about 25 or 30 meters), it had no timber stem.  It existed
in the Carboniferous Period.  It belonged to the Lepidodendraceae family and supported salt water.  In Taxonomy and
Botany it is the name of a genus of giant herbaceous plants that existed in the Carboniferous. 

sigilosos
Plural stealth.  It means he's acting stealthy.  It means careful, disguised, secret, secret, cautious, discreet, prudent.

sigla
It means acronym, cropped word, abbreviation.  Word that conforms to letters (almost always the initial) or syllables of
other words, forming an acronym, abbreviation or apocope.

siglo
It means a hundred-year time period.  Centuria, centenium, centenary.  Name of a defunct Colombian conservative
newspaper.  In 1990 it began to be called "The New Century".  Name of a Venezuelan newspaper, from Maracay, in the
State of Aragua.

sigma aldrich
It is the name of a U.S. chemical company (also known as laboratories), currently owned by Merck.  It is headquartered
in Saint Louis.

signatarios
It means people who have signed a document.  Signatories.

signatura
It means signature, mark or seal.  Graph or pimp who writes to mark a series of leaves in a document that has been
reviewed.

signe
It is an inflection of sign.  It means sign, sign.

signifcado de korima
In Tarahumara language ( Sierra Madre , Mexico ) means help, gift, donation. 

significa carreta
Two-wheel cart formed by these, a smooth platform or flat wooden, with or without edges, and with two parallel Spears
forward, allowing him to be pulled by an animal, which is usually a horse or an ox. In Colombia also said les
wheelbarrows or foxes. Also in Colombia is called cart, the screed of a liar or con man. It is common to hear speech very
cart, speaks much straw or trash-talking.



significa tachu
Tachu is a small hole in the wall.

significado de &#39;pititas&#39;
Plural of pitite .  It means protesters, activists (usually incitement by digital means).  In Bolivia it is the name of a political
movement against Evo Morales. 

significado de cachiporro
It is a derogatory way to call the militants of the liberal party in the early days of the political and fratricidal war in
Colombia.  They were also told collarejos.  The side that is opposite to the Conservatives said Goths or chulavitas. 
Literally means with horns on his head (devil, demon: it was assumed that the Liberals were not Catholic or going to
mass).

significado de cucuiza
Cucuiza or cocuiza, is the name of a rope or crude fiber, which is used to make fabrics.  It is made from pita and serves
to make hand-woven fabrics.

significado de huracán
It is the name of a football team of Argentina, in the city of Buenos Aires.  They told Quemeros, El Globito, or balloon. 
He was also a football team of Medellín in Colombia.  Hurricane in maya mythology was the God of fire, wind and
storms.  It is a word of Caribbean origin.  It is the way we call tropical cyclones in America and in Asia are called
typhoons.  Nickname of a Colombian fighter named " Huracán Ramírez ".  Hurricane is synonymous with blustery, fast,
quick, destructive.

significado de la herramienta mancornadora
In mancornadora Mexico is a unfaithful or adulterous mijer. Mancornadora tool is a tool that is used to make mancornas
or shirts twins. They also tell him mancornadora tool which is used to make leather strips or straps of cufflinks.

significado de la palabra ariles
Botany: It is the plural of aril, which is a synonym of aril. Arils or very are the layers of rubber or fleshy covering the
seeds of some plants to retain its moisture ( Latin Arillus ). It is actually a specialized growth of funicle. Generally
non-toxic and are somewhat sweet and pleasant taste, which makes attractive to birds. To consume the seeds birds,
after the outfall fans, with fecal seeds are dispersed in the field and ready to germinate, as gastric acids are a natural
pre-germination process. Plants where there are the very or arils, include conifers and acacias. Nutmeg is another
example of arils or arles.

significado de turra
In Colombia it is a toy similar to a spin or pirinola that has several faces with different messages (6), for the participants
of the game.  Pirinola, perinola, peonza.  In Argentina it means ruín, malicious, vile, petty, despicable, low, infamous,
creeping and prostitute.  It can also be a plant harmful to livestock, similar to thyme.  It is also called barrilla or almajo.  It
grows in saline soils and its scientific name is Salsola kali.  It belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  

significado hazak
The meaning of Hazak or Jazak in Hebrew is "strong".  It is a blessing-only term used at the end of reading each of the
five books of Moses of the Pentateuk.



significaso de precongelado
It refers to foods that have been pre-cooked and frozen. It is a very modern food option to purchase products that are
stored in the refrigerator and in a few minutes you can make. There are all kinds: meats, vegetables, tubers, etc.

significaudo de itzu
itzu significaudo is incorrectly written and it should be written as Itzu ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The word
itzu ( with accent on the i ) , in corso mean if.  ITSU ( 41 s; in Basque it means blind, blind person cannot see.  I can
imagine that Itzu Yunhuen is right in saying that in Tarascan. ( P ' urhépecha ) means rain, water falling from the sky,
though in that dictionary appears as itsi ( 41 s; and it means water ( itsimani is drinking and itsukua is milk ).

signigicafo dr desechable
A tool that is used once and it becomes garbage is disposable. The term is used to indicate that it is a waste, but in
reality is something that generates a great environmental impact because they are usually not biodegradable materials.
In Colombia, there was a very ugly trend of using the term to refer to people living on the street. The current trend is to
call them on condition of street people.

signo
It means mark, sign, sign, emblem, stroke or symbol.  It also means letter , cipher . 

sigre
In Spain, it is the acronym for an ecological program that aims to eliminate pollution from the environment by pouring
medicines or their empty packaging.  It corresponds to integrated packaging management and collection system. 

siguiloso
siguiloso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sigiloso" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is stealthy. It
means that it acts with stealth, with care. Careful, cautious, disguised, quietly, secretly, quiet, cautious.

sij
Person who practices Sikhism .  Siks are also valid.  Practitioner of a Hindu monotheistic religion.  It means discipline,
disciplined, judicious. 

sijjnificado de andaese con ojo
andaese eye sijjnificado is incorrectly written and should be written as "Drawn in eye." being its meaning:<br>Drawn in
eye means watchful, careful, attentive. In Colombia we say " live eye 34, " atenti " batteries.

sikwiy
It is a word in Quechua language. It means India is, hanging with a rope in the back.

silampa
It is one of the legends or myths of Panama.  It is a kind of ghost, with a female appearance and is covered with a white
sheet.  Appears in the evenings and when there is fog.  Ventarron.

silbadas
It means 60s, chiflidos.  Whistling inflection. 



silbando
Inflection of whistling. Produce a melodious sound to gently passing the air through the lips. Producing hissing or
whistling. In Colombia we say " it wins the whistling " to denote a person to earn money without doing anything. It is used
to refer to the Government or Congress, employees who earn much money, sometimes, just to attend the sessions of
the Congress.

silbe
It is an inflection of whistling.  It means release air through the lips producing a melody.

silbos
It means whistles, beeps, whistled, chifladas.  Sounds produced to expel controlled air between the lips.  Trills of birds.

sildenafilo
It is the name of a drug.  It is the generic name of viagra.  Used to the erectile death and control pulmonary hypertension
( HTP ).  The full name is sildenafil citrate.

silencio
Total absence of sound.  Absence or lack of noise .  A state in which not a single voice is heard.  Name of a film directed
by Martin Scorsese.  Book name written by Shusaku Endo a Japanese writer. 

silene
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants, which belong to the family Caryophyllaceae.  Technically it is synonymous
with Lichnys or Viscaria.  In the anime world he is a demon character, similar to a harpy. 

silene coronaria
It is the scientific name of the laned carnation, which is a plant of the family Caryophyllaceae.  He is also called Lychnis. 
Silene means fat, swollen, inflated (referring to the ovaries of the flower).

sileno
In Greek mythology father and companion of Dionysus.  In zoology is the same lion monkey, macaque monkey Lion,
monkey-tailed Threadfin.  It is located in the southeast of the India.  Its scientific name is Macaca silenus and belongs to
the family Cercopithecidae (old world monkeys).  Silenus, was also the pseudonym of a Spanish caricaturist of the last
century, called Pedro Antonio Villahermosa Borao.  Xylene, x, is the name of a chemical substance.  It is in the oil, it is
liquid, colorless and highly flammable.

silfio
It is the castilianization of a genus of plants of the Asteraceae family, which corresponds to Silphium in latin and
technical way.  They are perennial herbaceous plants with flowers.  usually yellow.  In ancient times it was the name of
an aromatic plant, used as seasoning and for medicinal use in Greece.  His throat was tapped.  Today is already by and
corresponded to the laserpicio and very similar to asafoetida (thought disappeared since the middle of the 1st century,
due to over-exploitation and the difficulty of spreading it and grow it).

silfos
Plural of Silfo .  Male Of Sylfide.  Fantastic beings or spirits of the air.  Elemental air beings according to Paracelso.



silguero
In America it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of an Argentine footballer who played for River Plate.  His full
name was Sebastian Ariel Silguero .  In ornithology is another of the names of the jilguero, small bird of melodious
singing.

silica
The correct term is silica, with tilde.  It is the name of a very porous solid mineral that is used as absorbent.  It is also
called silica gel, while I reiterate, is a solid.  It is a silicon dioxide that is manufactured synthetically.

siliconas
They are inorganic polymers derived from the polysiloxane.  They are colorless and odorless. Different types of glues in
common use. Used fillings to implants of breasts and buttocks mainly.  They can generate risks for the Agency if they
leak.

silicua
In Botany is the sheath or dried cover of legume fruits.  Dried dehiscent fruit Dehiscent capsule .  By extension legume,
legume .  Siliqua (with q ) was the name of an ancient currency of Rome, is the name of a population in Sardinia and
also the epithet of the scientific name of a carob class ( Ceratonia siliqua).  It is also the genus of a class of marine
molluscs.

silicuar
Silicuar means produce fruits in sheath.  It is the Act of producing or generating (siliqua or legume fruit) pods leguminous
plants or of the family Fabaceae.  There are also other families that have fruits silique in Brassicaceae, Papaveraceae,
Fumariaceae (for some botanists is considered as a subfamily of Papaveraceae and they call it Fumarioideae).

silícuas
The fruits in siliques are a kind of fruit dehiscent and in capsule but have very elongated fruits.  In contrast, the silicula
are shorter.

silículas
It is a kind of fruit in capsule, similar to the siliques but that are shorter.  The capsule fruit is a kind of the dehiscent fruits.
 Pyxide or ciborium.  They have Cup or chalice shape and dries, the seeds come out freely.  An example is the henbane
( Hyoscyamus albus ) , of the family Solanaceae.

sill
It is a word from the English language, meaning threshold, screed, cape, or sill (lower part of a window). 

silla
It is a seat that has a backrest or backrest.  They are usually four-legged and only one person sits on them. 
Ecclesiastical dignity.  Headquarters, Diosesis.  Bishopric.  Name of a hill in the Sierra Madre Oriental (Mexico).  Rigging
for riding on horses.  Mount, implement .  A municipality in the comarca de la Huerta Sur in the province of Valencia,
Spain.  Name of one of the Three Kingdoms of Korea, which existed between 57 BC and 57 BC.  C .  and 935 A.D.  C . 
Language spoken in that Kingdom. 

silletería
It means set of chairs.  Chairs that have a car, a stadium or a theater (or any type of establishment that provides public



shows).  

sillico
It means small chair, chair diminitive, chair.  It is also a way to call a bacinilla, bacinica, bacinica, mica or urinal.  It is
also the name of a town in northern Italy, near Pisa.

sillimanita
To say that it is of Silliman, belonging to Silliman.  Student or teacher of the Silliman College, which is a residential
college at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut State.  in the United States.  Also student of another University of
the same name in Dumaguete, Philippines.  Sillimanista.

sillofí
In the Gypsy language, sillofi means tuna, Thorn, barbed Stinger.

sillón
In Colombia is a Chair usually puffed from three jobs.  Large, augmentative Chair.

silo
Name of the underground site or type of construction, where grains and cereals are stored and preserved.  It was also
the name of an ancient settlement of Israel.  Silo, was the pseudonym of Mario Luis Rodríguez Cobos, an Argentine
writer and humanist, now deceased.

siloé
It was the name of a tank, pond, or aqueduct in the southern part of the walled city of Jerusalem in the Tyropoeon
Valley.  Collapsed and caused many deaths (18 according to the Bible).  In Cali, Colombia is the name of a commune
and a quarter (not commune.  (20), is to the West of the city.  Siloam was also a surname of Spanish architects of the
15th century.

siloísta
It's a way of calling whoever is originally from Siloé.  That comes from Siloé.  Follower of the Humanist Movement
created by the Argentine Mario Rodríguez Cobos, known by his pseudonym SILO.  The movement is also called the
Universalist Movement, New Humanism or The Siloist Movement.

silos
Hole, hole or tank used to conserve grains.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Norte de
Santander.  It was founded as Saint Domungo of the Silos in 1531.  Plural of silo .  Barns, wineries, cavas, crypts,
caves, pantries, wineries.

siltepec
siltepec is incorrectly written and it should be written as Siltepec ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Siltepec ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Chiapas.  Nahuatl language
means " Hill of snails ".

silueta
External line which delimits a body or figure.  In Colombia is a brand of cosmetics, especially for hair.  It is also a



Mexican brand of baked goods.  Outline, profile, line, edge, figure, body, shape, shadow.

siluriano
It means relative to the Silurian, a geological period of the Paleozoic Era.  It was the third period, after Cambrian and
Ordovician and preceded the Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian. 

silurio
It is a term used in Geology.  It corresponds to the third geological period of the Paleozoic era.  It is also known as
siluric.  It occurred after the Ordovician and preceded the Devonuchus. 

siluro
It is one of the common names of a fish from most European rivers.  It is also usually called bearded.  Its scientific name
is Silurus glanis.  It belongs to the family Siluridae and is considered an invasive species.  

silúrico
Name of a geological period of the Paleozoic Era.  It was the third period, after Cambrian and Ordovician and preceded
the Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian.  It means relative to the Catfish, a Celtic people who existed in the region
where the first fossil finds were made (South Wales).  It occurred between 444 and 419 million years ago. 

silva
Silva is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Silva ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
silvar.  It means expelling air through the lips of melodious way.  Silva in Colombia is also a family name.

silvanita
Diminutive of Silvana.  Colombia is one of attributives of native people of Silvania, municipality in the Department of
Cundinamarca.  Resident or related to Sylvania.  It also tells them Silvanenses.

silverpilen
It means 'silver arrow'.  It is a so-called ghost train that circulates through the metro lines in Stockholm, according to the
legend has only 5 cars and is the only one that stops at Kymlinge (unfinished station).

silvestre
It means a relative or born, living or relating to the jungle.  Wild or undomesticated.  It comes from a vashatic place. 
Name of male of Latin origin and means that it comes from a vashatic place.  Name of 3 Popes of the Catholic Church
and of an anti-papa.  Name of a Saint of the Catholic Church, who was Pope number 33 and that the saint has as his
day on December 31.  Name of a cat in cartoon, which permanently pursues Piolin.

silvestres
It is the plural of wild.  It refers to the animal or plant species that is found in the jungle.  Originating in the jungle.  They
are born and grow spontaneously and everywhere.  That it spread easily.  Also used as a synonym for wild, wild, wild,
assemble, cimarron, tough, indomitable, uncultivated.

silvestres
It is the plural of wild.  It refers to the animal or plant species that is found in the jungle.  Originating in the jungle.  They
are born and grow spontaneously and everywhere.  That it spread easily.  Also used as a synonym for wild, wild, wild,



assemble, cimarron, tough, indomitable, uncultivated.

silvia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means it comes from the jungle.  Silvina and Silvana variants.  Name of a
Colombian municipality of the Department of Cauca . 

silvina
It's the name of a mineral.  It is also known as Potassium Chloride and its chemical formula is KCl.  It is also a latin
woman's name and means it comes from the jungle.  Silvana variant. 

sima
It means hollow, precipice, ravine, cliff, abyss, depth, pit.  Antonym of summit or summit . 

simabo
It is the name of a Cape Verde animal protective Association, based in San Vicente.  It is financed in part with the
resources obtained in a responsible tourist hostel.  The Hotel is also called Simabo.  In Colombia is the name of a
medicinal plant genus Simaba and the family Simaroubaceae.  Also is commonly known as Aruba Cedron, Simaba
cedron, Kidron.  It is a natural seagrass species from Brazil, Paraguay, Colombia, the Caribbean and Central America.

simaché
In Gypsy language it means mark, sign, signal, sign, fingerprint.

simal
In a tree are each branches that depart from the main trunk.  It is a branch or rod of a tree.  Gajo, stem, stem, sarmiento
and brushwood.  Simal is the name of an ecological reserve of Senegal.

simarra
It is one of the names of a small, resembling a zither harp.  Stringed instrument.  Trapeze-shaped, is made of wood and
has 15 strings.

simbrés
That is Simbra race.  Livestock is a cattle raised from Simmentaler and Brahman, which combines the characteristics of
these two races.  Breed of livestock obtained through in criss-cross Simmentaler and Brahman.

simbuleta
In Botany is the name of a plant and a gender.  It is synonymous with Anarrhinum.  It belongs to the family
Plantaginaceae.  Gets the common name fragrant linaria, smell, Adonis spur incentives.  It has medicinal uses.

simeïsa
It means relative to Simeiz, dedicated to Simeiz.  Simeiz was the name of a Russian Astronomical Observatory, located
on Mount Koshka and near the city of Simeiz in Crimea.  It was in operation until 1950.  Today it is of partial use.  Name
of an asteroid . 

simental



Simmental, Simmenthal is also used.  It is the name of a Swiss breed of cattle.  It is also known as Fleckvieh (cattle
spotted two colors or pronghorn).  It is a cattle dobleproposito: for milk and meat.

simeone
It is a surname of Italian origin.  It is the name of a church in Venice and a sector of that city (San Simeone).  In Rome,
there is also a square named San Simeone.  It is also an Italian form of the name of male Simeon, variant of Simon,
which mean "the one who knows how to listen".  Last name of a former Argentine footballer and coach named Diego
Pablo Simeone.  Coach of Atletico Madrid.

simetrodontes
It means symmetrical tooth fossil.  They are a class of very primitive Mesozoic mammals.  The name is the result of the
Castilianization of its genus ( Symmetrodonta ).

simiano
It can mean simic, relative to apes or monkeys. 

simila
It was the name of a port of Hindostan, which was to the North of Bombay.

similia simílibus
It is the Principle of Similarity or Principle of Similarity established by Hippocrates and which is very applied in
Homeopathy.

simio
It is a way of calling monkeys, monkeys, primates, anthropoids.

simiruco
Simiruco, is the name of an Ecuadorian Andean typical air.  It means happy, festive, fun, funny.

simo
In Colombia is the acronym of the support system for equality on merit and the opportunity.  It is a unit of the National
Civil Service Commission.  Aims to choose fairly the best officials through calls for proposals and tenders.

simona
Simon's Feminine.  It is a woman's name of Biblical origin and means the one who listens, or also, the one who fulfills
her vows.  Name of Colombian heroine (Antioquia) .  Her full name was Simona de la Luz Duque de Alzate.  He was
born in Marinilla.  There was another Colombian heroine, named Simona, her name was Simona Amaya and she died in
the Battle of the Vargas Swamp (she was only found to be a woman at the time of her death). 

simonía
It was the way of calling the act of pretending to buy or negotiate the sacred, divine or spiritual, with money or material
goods.  It included the purchase of senior religious positions.

simoxenops



It is a term that is not used in Ornithology, meaning fingers together or united.  Syndactila is currently used.  belong to
the Furnariidae family.  They are known as ticoticos, bakers, spinys, canasteros.

simón
It is a name of man of Hebrew origin and means the one who knows how to listen to God.  One of the names of our
Liberator Simon Bolivar (Simón José Antonio de la Santísima Trinudad).

simp????tico
Simp? It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Simpático." being its meaning:<br>I think the correct term is
sympathetic.  It means in Colombia attractive, nice, pleasant, akin inclined ( by adept ) pervaded.  Part of the nervous
system that takes care of enervate smooth muscles, cardiac muscle and glands and is the complement of the
parasympathetic nervous system.

simpatica
A person who generates sympathy or attraction with its donaire or its way of being. Which arouses much affection
among others.

simpatía
It means attraction or behavior that facilitates it.  It means liking, charm, attraction, attractive, grace, donaire, spell.

simpulatriz
Woman making cures in ancient Rome.  Their tools included the simpulo (a type of vessel, sacred vessel).  A simpulatriz
was like a nurse or healer of ancient Rome.

simun
The most indicated term is simun.  Storm of hot air and sand, which usually occurs in deserts.

sin
Indicates failure or deficiency.  It is a proprietary preposition.  It is a letter of the Arabic alphabet, which is equivalent to
the s in Spanish.  No, is the name of a work of the writer Samuel Beckett (Sans in French).  English is the trigonometric
sine function.  In Colombia without it is the acronym of the national interconnected system (of power) and thus is also
called in other countries.

sin arrugas
It is the definition of smooth. 

sin causa
You want to say without reasons, without arguments, without moving, without precedent.

sin ecuanon
The complete Latin locution is " Conditio sine qua non " which means " Condition without which no " or that it is a
condition of mandatory compliance.  It has become popular only part Sine qua non, with the meaning without that,
without which, is essential compliance.  Used in medicine, philosophy, law and economics.



sin fin
It is an adjectival phrase.  Means numerous, numerous, crowds, countless, infinite, limitless, endless.  Myriad, so in one
word is a noun and is the name of a rotating, machine pulleys or rotary.  It can also mean countless, countless.

sin mã³vil
without mobile it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Without mobile." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is mobile.  You want to say without moving.  You want to say without reason, without cause, without reason,
without purpose, without pretense.

sin razã³n
without reason it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Without reason." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is no reason.  It means without reason, without moving, without pretext, without cause.

sin razón
It means without reason, without cause, no news or information.   Unreason ( thus joined ) they mean abuse, injustice.

sin vicios
It means pure, clean, clear, transparent, healthy, has no tricks or bad habits.  That non-smoker, take or use drugs.

sina
Colombia is a dependency or support of the Ministry of the Environment Agency, called the national environmental
system - SINA.  It consists of several entities environmental as Ideam, Anla, Sinchi, Invemar, Humboldt Institute,
Ministry of environment, national parks and the Newmann Institute.

sinagoga
Place where Jews meet to perform religious acts.  Place of Jewish worship.  The term in Hebrew means meeting place. 

sinalaxio
It is one of the names given in South America to some birds of the Family Furnariidae and specifically of the Genus
Synallaxis.  It is also known as chamicero, rastrojero, pijuí or güitío.  They live especially in the Andes Mountains. 

sinapismo
Drastic solution, drastic remedy.  Something blunt that immediately makes a person or patient react.  In Traditional
Medicine strong remedy for topical use made with mustard powder. 

sincelejana
It is a woman born, resident or related to Sincelejo, capital of the Department of Sucre in Colombia.  It is the name of a
Colombian Eduardo Name Quessep tropical song and interpreted by Peter Manjarrés in its most popular version.

sincelejano
It means born in Sincelejo (Colombian Capital city of the Department of Sucre).  Resident or related to Sincelejo . 
Sincelejo.

sincera



Person in it can be trusted.  It is said of a person honest, truthful, clear, honest, open, honest, loyal, genuine.  Adjective
qualifying, women's sincere.

sincerarse
I mean be honest, tell the truth.  Asincerarse.

sincericidio
Colloquially it is to submit to the scorn for being honest.  Take on the consequences for telling the truth. 

sincero
Person in it can be trusted.  It tells of a man that is honest, truthful, clear, honest, open, honest, loyal, genuine. 
Qualifying adjective. Telling the truth openly.

sinceros
Plural sincere.  You mean loyal, honest, frank, noble, honest. 

sincé
Sincé was the name of an indigenous chieftain of the étnia Zenú.  It is the name by which the municipality of San Luís
de Sincé is known, located in the Department of Sucre in Colombia.

sincho
In the jargon popular Mexican means if, agree, Yes, of course, good.  "Pos clarofilas to yes mi carnal".

sinclinal
It is a term used in geology.  It is a folding of the layers of the ground.  That has at its core the latest materials

sincretismo
It means mixing or combining several religious creeds.  Conciliation between various religious doctrines. 

sincrético
It means that they agree, that they reconcile or agree to tolerate and accept each other.  That it is the result of mediation
or conciliation. 

sindáctila
Term used in ornithology to determine birds that have three fingers forward when perching on their legs.  That has
syndactyly or several fingers joined together. 

sindemia
Sindemia is an epidemic causing health problems and economic for one or several countries.  Economic problems
derived from the requirements of mass prevention and control treatments.  The migration of millions of Venezuelans
unvaccinated can generate a sindemia.  EJ.  measles outbreaks in countries where it was already eradicated.

sindicato



The term Union comes from Greek roots meaning " To make justice ".  It is a type of partnership that brings together
workers with the aim of defending their rights and promoting justice in their work.  Guild, group, Guild, Association,
Federation, group, League.

sindicatos
It is an Association of employees or workers that tends to protect their rights and defend their just cause and labour
claims.  In Colombia we say form Union or Mount Union to say that it is placed against the decisions of superiors. 
Rebel.

sindy
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means which is linked to God.  There is also a version that says that is of
Greek origin, but that means the next or comes from the Hill.  It has many variants, almost all with C: Cinthya, Cynthia,
Cyntia, Cinthia, Cintia.  Sindy Carolina Aoun loop, is the name of a very young Venezuelan actress.

sine cuanon
The correct term is "sine qua non" or better yet "conditio sine qua non", which is a locution Latin which means "without
which not".  It is to say that it is a requirement that is can not renege on.  Mandatory condition in a Pact.

sine qua non
It is a Latin phrase which means " without that " or " without that no 34.  It means that it is a mandatory compliance
condition.  Condition, requirement, need locking.

sinecura
It means careless.  A type of relaxed work that doesn't require any effort.  Prebend. 

sinelan
Name of a group or band who plays Gypsy music or Flamenco ( Calo ).  Sinelar or sinar in Caló means to be and
Sinelan to say we are.

sinergías
synergies is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Synergies" to be its meaning:<br>The correct term is
synergies. It refers to the union of several purposes or forces, to achieve a success that would not achieve individually.
In biology the term, is also valid because some agencies come together to get waste, vitamins or nutrients that are
useful to them.

sinesio
He was a Greek Neoplatonic philosopher born in Pentapolis.  He was also a clergyman and was bishop of Ptolemaida. 
Its name means intelligent, of great intelligence.  It is used as a male name. 

sinfónico
Concerning the symphony .  It means that it brings together many musicians with different types of instruments that are
played simultaneously and in a coordinated manner. 

single
It is a word of the English language that means unmarried, single, alone, without a partner.



singnificado de palabra pite
Pite is an inflection of pitar. Beep is to blow a whistle or whistle, also the Horn of a vehicle. Whistle or Boo. Pite in
Colombia is also a very small piece of something, very small portion.

singular
Unique , single , simple , odd , one .  "It means that it has only one element.  Grammatical number reflecting a single unit
(being, thing, object).   It also means peculiar, special, remarkable, particular, outstanding, weird, eccentric.  That is his
own and different from others. 

singulares
The singular term not only refers to the number.  It also means special, peculiar, particular, extraordinary, unique,
noticeable, strange, rare, eccentric, own, when referring to conditions, characteristics, properties, etc.  Plural of singular
(in this non-numerical sense).  That they belong only to one or one.

sink
It is a word that has many meanings in English.  As a noun: well, sewer, sink, sink, sink, depression.  It also means
sinking, forget, hide, fall, plunge or sink, sink, spend.

sinodalidad
It means accompaniment, doing or walking the path together.  It is a quality that the Pope asks of the Church, by which
plurality and polarity are recognized, but discarding homogeneity and uniformity.  Synodal quality. 

sinoficio
In Colombia it means vague, unemployed, haragán.  That it is not engaged in any productive activity.  The term is used
in the coffee region. 

sinolidad
I think the question is for synodality.  If so, it is a theological term meaning relative to the synod.  It means meeting of
bishops, council.  By extension church meeting, ecumenism .  According to Pope Francis it is "an ecumenical
challenge", for "the commitment to build a synodal Church, -a mission to which we are all called, each in the role
entrusted to him by the Lord, is gaimed on ecumenical implications" ( Taken from the Address on the occasion of the
50th Anniversary of the Founding of the Synod of Bishops, 17 October 2015 ).

sinología
It is the study of Chinese culture and its language. 

sinonimo aprender
They are synonymous with learning : understand, understand, instruct, study, illustrate, memorize, cultivate, educate
themselves.

sinonimo arma
They are synonymous with arma:equipo, equipment, protection, defense, dowry, endowment, armor, armor.

sinonimo de driblar
Dodge, melear, gambe, over, deceive (used in Colombia). 



sinonimo de estupro
The synonym of rape are: violence, videos, defloration and perversion.  rape, desecration, abuse.

sinonimo de flojo
They are synonymous with loose: cowardly, timid, fearful, lazy, lazy, lazy, apathetic, discouraged, loose, insecure, lax,
soft, relaxed.

sinonimo de hociquirromo
It can be flat or yony.  Destrompado, trompirecortado, small or short trunk, blunt snout or trimmed.  Trompicorto . 

sinonimo de hundir
They are synonymous with sink: plunge, losing, submerge, ruin, destroy, humiliate, defeat, crush, Dent, break down.

sinonimo de pañuelo
They are synonymous with scarf : canvas, loafer, rag, runny nose, soquere.

sinonimo de picaflor
Outside of amorous.  In Colombia it is synonymous with chupaflor, Hummingbird, tominejo, buzzer, tucusito, hermit,
quinde, thatch or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the flowers.  You
can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is also the
taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.

sinonimo de purpurado
It is synonymous with purple (color).  It is also used to refer to a cardinal of the Catholic Church, by the color of their
robes.

sinonimo de quiroptero
The correct terms are synonyms of include (both words with accents).  A synonym for include bat, another can be
chimbila.

sinonimo de toldillo
In Colombia, a awning also tell mosquito nets.  It is a netting or mesh fabric, which is used to protect especially babies
from mosquito bites.

sinope
It is the name of a Province, a City and a District in Turkey.  They're on the shores of the Black Sea.  In heraldry it is a
way to call the color green or also a series of oblique and parallel lines that adorn a herald or shield.  You can also use
syncope or synople . 

sinople
Synople or syncope is also used.  it's a way to call the green color in heraldry.  It can also be a set of oblique and
parallel lines that appear in heralds. 

sinosuthora



It means clean or neat bird from China.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Silviidae.  They are
endemic to China.

sinovial
It is a transparent oily liquid that is located in the joints, especially in the knee.  Knee lubricant.

sinólogo
A person who is an expert in Chinese culture or in her language.  Expert in sinology. 

sinónimo
Word of equal meaning.  They mean the same thing. 

sinónimo de atillo
In Ecuador there are some lagoons that are close to the Cotopaxi Volcano and are called Lagunas de Atillo or Lagunas
de Colay.  In this case it is synonymous with Atillo , Colay ( Geography ).  But also atillo is the name of a small clothing
tie or the small suitcase where it is carried, therefore atillo can also be synonymous with suitcase, talego, backpack or its
diminutives.

sinónimo de expertis
It means expertise, experience, knowledge, wisdom, wisdom.

sinónimo de fama
They can be recognition, reputation, renown, prestige, popularity.  In Colombia it is also synonymous butchery (meat
expending).

sinónimo de retardar
They are synonymous with delaying: delay, delay, defer, postpone, defer, dilate, delay, brake.

sinónimo de río
They are synonymous with River: current, torrent, source, tributary, stream, stream, arm, course.  In Colombia also
Cano and crowd.

sinónimos
Words of equal meaning.  Plural of synonym .

sinónimos de antora
Antora is the name of a poisonous plant and a genus of the same plants (Anthora).  It means that in Latin, poisonous
plant.  Therefore in Botany has as synonyms Aconito or Aconitum that mean the same.  They belong to the family
Ranunculaceae. 

sinónimos de diafora
The correct term is diaphora, with tilde.  They are synonyms : Antanaclasis , equivocal .



sinónimos de lapacho
They are synonymous with lapacho (tree): ipe, araguaney, floramarillo, cambulo, ocobo, guayacán, zapatillo, zapito,
tajibo, canaguate.  , canaguate.

sinsabor
It is Colombia is synonymous with setback, suffering, anguish, regret, distress, grief, bitterness, pain, sadness,
unhappiness, despair.

sinsontes
Plural of sinsonte .  It's a way of calling in America a songbird.  It is also known as cenzontle in Mexico and Central
America.  It has a very melodious song and can imitate many very different sounds.  Its scientific name is Mimus
polyglottos and belongs to the Mimidae family.

sintactico
The correct term is syntactic, always with a tilde.  It means relative to syntax, that is, the part of linguistics that studies
the order and relation of words in a sentence, and the functions that each of them fulfills within it. 

sintagma
It means it's a syntactic unit.  In Grammar is a group or set of words that can be synthesized or abbreviated into a single,
or that can have the function of a single, within a sentence.  Depending on the context, you can take the function of
name (noun), verb, adverb , adjective and even preposition .  For example the prayer "The sky blue sky lacked clouds". 
Heaven, is a nominal phrase and can replace in prayer "the sky blue sky" and that in this case, is the subject of prayer.

sintagma nominal
It is a group of words that in a sentence can take the function of name, noun or subject (Nucleus).  A syntagm that
replaces or takes the function of a subject.  For example: in the sentence "we arrive early to class at the university" the
nominal phrase is us . 

sintagma verbal
It is a group of words that in a sentence can take the function of verb or predicate.  A syntagage that replaces or takes
the function of a verb.  For example: the sentence "we arrive early to class at the university, at 7 a.m. " is a verbal
phrase (arrive).

sintagmático
It refers to the type of relationships that each of the words (or syntagmas) that make up a sentence can have. 
relationship between the linguistic elements of a spoken or written string of an expression .  Process of hierarchical
segmentation of a text until the isolation of each component or word. 

sintetizar
It means to make a compendium or a synthesis.  Condense, extract, summarize, abbreviate, compile, summarize. 

sintex
It is the name of the world's largest manufacturer of plastic tanks for water.

sinuano



Relative to Sinú .  It is native to sinú or the Sinú Valley (it is a region of the Córdoba Department in Colombia, on the
banks of the Sinú River).  Cordovan. 

sinuosa
It means it has curves, bends or ripples.  What a breast shape or its shape.  He tries to disorient or deceive.  That
meanders. 

sinuosidad
It means curve, bend, ripple, course variation, wave. 

sinuoso
It means that it has many curves, turns or revolts.  Twisted, curved, complex. 

sinverguenzura
The correct term is scoundrel.  In Colombia it means Scoundrel, brazenness, dishonesty, disloyalty, canallada,
bribonada, rogue, mischievous.  Nerve.  Hrcho or attitude that reflects little decency, honorability, honesty, leatad or
pundonor. 

sinvergüenzura
Acting boldly, with bravura.  That there is no shame or punishment.  Brash, Knave, scoundrel, pillo, rogue, rogue, rogue,
shameless.

sioma
It is a web application created by Colombians to improve agricultural standards through the use of technology.  It
originated in Apartadó, Antioquia.  Its use improves competitiveness, increasing production, decreasing costs and
facilitating marketing.  It is applied a lot in banana and palm crops. 

sionista
An integral, belonging or admirer of Zionism.  Political movement that aims to the Jewish State of Israel.  Many
sociologists consider the Zionist as a racist and discriminating.  Movement that promotes the establishment of a territory
only for Jews.

siphonorhis
It means siphon bird, bird that sucks or sucks.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Caprimulgidae. 
They are known as chotacabras,, gallinaciegas or aajacaminos.

siq&#39;iy
siq '' iy is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sipiy or Sip '' iy." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Sipiy
or sip '' iy.  It is a word in quechua language that means kill, kill, kill.

siqui
Siqui is a Mixtec word that refers to a type of political organization of the pre-Columbian Mixtec society. The
characteristics of these political units are mainly known thanks to colonial accounts of Dominican missionaries



sirayq
It is an inflection of sirakuy.  In Quechua language it means sewing, making a dress.  Send to sew a dress. 

sirena
In Colombia is an alarm call.  Whistle, whistle, Horn.  Marine be fanciful.  Nymph, nereid, naiad.

sirene
It is a type of white cheese, made with cow's milk and which is very popular in Bulgaria and North Macedonia.  It is
similar to the Greek Feta.  Perfume name for ladies by Vicky Tiel .  Mermaid, In Greek and the plural Seirenes, were 3
fantastic women of Mythology, they were very seductive bird women who lived on an island called Sirenum Scopuli. 
Beautiful and charming woman who inhabits rivers and lagoons, seas and oceans, half human form and half fish.  Name
of an asteroid ( 1009 ) .  It was initially called by astronomers as 1923 PE. 

sirga
In Nautical can be a cable used to drag, tow or tow a boat.  It can also be the lever, stick or stick of the bog.  Stick or rod
with which the smaller boat is propelled.  Rowing, lever, stick.

sirgueras
Women with the towpath pulling the boats. It was a fairly common use during the nineteenth century in the Basque
country. Initially, this employment was prohibited to women for the great effort required. However, due to the Carlist
Wars the majority of men had to leave and were the women who went on to carry out this work. Sirguera or sirgueras (
towpath and the suffix - was ) they were the women pulling boats through a towpath, cavo employee to pull boats from
the ground. Director Fernando Bernal premiered a film in 2006 with the title of Zirgariak.

sirguero
Person who maneuvers the paddle or lever to navigate a small boat, boga, rower, palanquero.

siriguay
It is one of the common names of a tree in Colombia.  We also call it erythrin, bean, balu, coral or chocho.  Its scientific
name is Erythrina rubrinervia and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

siriguillo
In Dominican Republic is a very popular site where there are purchase sale of all kinds of articles. Popular market. It is
similar to that in Colombia we call places, galleries, sanandresitos, crafts.

siringe
It is the phonation apparatus of songbirds.  It is located at the site where the trachea forks into the lungs.  Muscles that
allows you to trinate birds.  The word comes from the Greek surinx, which was the name of the Pan flute, in Greek
mythology.

siringueiro
A person who cultivates syrinx or trades with it.  Rubber worker.  That collects or takes advantage of rubber latex.

sirios
Born, residents or persons related to Syria.



siriri
In Guarani language, the correct term is syryry.  It means slip, desvarar (fix what does not work well).  Siriri or siriri in
Colombia means persistent, insistent, stupid and annoying.

sirirí
In Colombia is a bird that constantly yells and is characterized by fleeing to the Falcons or hawks.  Also tells ociety, Juan
Caballero, tyrant, great kiskadee, its scientific name is Tyrannus melancholicus and belongs to the Family Tyrannidae. 
Says siriri in Colombia a person much cantaletea, who scolds and cloying with his sermons.  It is also a permanent and
loud noise.  Persistent, stupid, annoying, unbearable, stalker.  Why is that there is our popular adagio: 'all Hawk has
their whistling-duck'

sirí
Software.  In technology, Siri is an artificial intelligence with personal assistant (sometimes with its own personality)
functions to use in iOS and macOS, tvOS watchOS.  Siri was acquired by Apple Inc.  April 28, 2010.  It is also a
surname of Italian origin.  Surname of an Italian Cardinal (Giuseppe Siri) and an Argentine doctor (Emilio Siri).  It is one
of the common names given to the wax Palm or Palm Branch in Colombia, by the indigenous Arhuacos.  It is also the
name of a Gringo Pornstar, of Scandinavian origin (in Swedish Bella victory means).

siroco
It is the name given in Europe, to the winds flowing from the Southeast in the Mediterranean.  They usually originate in
the Sahara Desert. 

sirona
Name of the Celtic goddess of healings.  Goddess of the linar light.  The name means star or star.  It was associated
with groundwater and hot springs.  Name of an asteroid . 

sirte
It is an elevation or mound of sand that is located at the bottom of the sea. 

sirupitica
Very squeamish or excessively modest person.  He exaggerates his manners or his grimaces (mohines), exaggerated,
hysterical. 

sirystes
It's a word that means piper.  It is derived from the Greek suristes.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the
family Tyrannidae.  They are called pipers, musketeers, flycatchers, suiriri, whistlers or siristes.  Rn Colombia found new
species of this genus.

sisa
It is the part of a dress or blouse that corresponds to the armpits.  Curvature of the opening of blouses or lady's dresses
in garments that lack sleeves on the arms. 

sisar
It means molding the underarm part into a garment.  Place or remove the sleeves on a garment.  Make or mold the sisa.



sisariy
It is a word of quechua language. It means the end of flowering. March bloom.

sisas
Plural of sisa .  It can mean small amount of money being stolen or opening the dress or blouse where the sleeves are
sewn.  Fit of the dress.  Inflection of sysing which means stealing, stealing.  In street jargon it means yes , yes (the
opposite is nolas).

sisaya
The correct term is shear (it is with c and ll ).  It is a scissor-shaped tool, which is used to cut metal or thick plastic
sheets. 

sisbenizar
It is a campaign of the Colombian government, through which every person of the low strata and with economic needs,
must be censused and included within the SISBEN, which is the System of Identification of Potential Beneficiaries of
Social Programs. 

sisena
The name of a Roman soldier who was campaign in Syria.  His full name was Aulo Gabinio Sisena, son of the politician
and Roman Proconsul in Syria Aulus Gabinius.

sisenando
Name of a Visigoth King, who as Duke of Septimania, dethroned of Suintila, with the help of Dagobert I and who ruled
among the 631 and the 636

sisigambis
Name of a Persian queen.  Mother of Darius III Codoman who was the last king of Persia, defeated by Alexander the
Great.  Sisigambis was protected by Alexander, until his death.  She subsequently died of dying.

sisigambis-
In Persian history, she was the mother of Darius III Codomanus, she was part of the royal family that Alexander the
Great captured after being abandoned by his son the Persian king (who also abandoned his wife Statira).  Name of an
asteroid (823). 

siskiyou
Siskiyou is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 Siskiyou; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Siskiyou.  It is the name of some mountains, a forest park, a river and a county in the State of California, (
USED ).  Part of the National Park of Siskiyou also belongs to the State of Oregon.  Siskiyou is a Summit of 1230 m.

sismidad
Seismicity is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Seismicity" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
seismicity. It is the study of earthquakes that occur in a given region. It is synonym of tectonism. Greater or lesser
degree of chances of an earthquake happening in an area. Probability of earthquakes, tremors or earthquakes in a
particular place.



sismo
It means tremor, seism, teluric movement, earthly movement, jolt.  Movement of the Earth's crust generated by the
movement of tectonic plates. 

sismografía
It is the graph that represents the teluric movements, tremors or earthquakes.  Graphical representation of a seismic
movement .  Paper describing a tremor in the seismograph.

sismonastia
It is the quality that allows a plant insectivorous (carnivorous) to catch its prey.  It is a reflex close to feel movement in its
leaves.  It is also a phenomenon that allows a blade composed of Mohn (poppy) closes contact.

sismorresistencia
It is more accepted assmoresistence or much better earthquake resistance.  It is a special feature of a construction that
makes it resistant to the onslaught of an earthquake or tremor.  Quality that possesses a construction of tolerating
tremors without affecting their structures and therefore protecting life and property.

sispa
SISPA is incorrectly written and should be written as "SISPA is an acronym." being its meaning:<br>SISPA is an
acronym. It means a system of statistical information of the Palm Sector. Belongs to Fedepalma in Colombia.SISPA also
in Bucaramanga Colombia, the symbol of the integrated system of monitoring patients ( Programme follow-up health 41.

sisquile
The correct term is Sesquilé, tilde at the end.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of
Cundinamarca.  Its name comes from the word of muisca sisquis or sesquis, which means hot water.

sistema solar pleysdiano
solar system pleysdiano is incorrectly written and it should be written as "System Solar Pleiadian." being its
meaning:<br>It is the same as Solar Pleiadian system. The Pleiades. Related to the star cluster of the Pleiades. He is
assumed that the pleiadeans are seminal contributors ancestors of human DNA. The Pleiades also known as the seven
sisters or Messier 45 ( M45 ) are among the stars of the same system, closer to Earth ( approximately 450 light-years ).
They belong to the constellation of Taurus.

sistematizadas
It refers to the activities or enterprises that are managed automatically through the use of computer systems or Software
programs.  That you are still a program or computing system.

sisterna
The correct term is cistern with c.  It means tank in which liquids are stored.  Tank, cistern, tank of water or liquids.

sistémico
Relative to systems.  In Agriculture is the technical way of calling a product that after application is absorbed by the root
of a plant and from there transported to the other organs. 

sitar



It's the name of a stringed musical instrument.  It has a long mast and relatively small case.  It is traditional in India and
Pakistan.  The Sitar can have many strings.

sitatunga
It is the name of an African artiodactyl mammal, adapted to live in marshy terrain, of the antelope group.  He is a skilled
swimmer and belongs to the Bovidae family.  Its scientific name is Tragelaphus spekii.  It is found in the Deltas of the
Congo and Okavango rivers.

situla
It means water jug or the jar, in Latin.  is the name of a star in the constellation Aquarius.  It is also known to
astronomers as Kappa Aquarii, K Aqr or K Aquarii.  Name of a cargo ship of the United States Navy (USS Situla). 

siukiu
It is more suitable Siu Kiu.  It is the name of a fictional city, which appears in the short story "History of a Princess, her
father and Prince Kinoto Fukasuka" by the Argentine writer and composer Maria Elena Wash.

six pack
They are English terms that mean that a packaging or wrap is composed of six protective layers of different components
or materials.   It can also mean that a product is packed in six-element boxes.  Packs of 6 or half a dozen. 

six pack
To say that it has six wraps, six layers of protection (the majority of food packaging are of four or six layers.  The latter is
called tetra pack).  It is also possible to be six-pack.

sixe
He is one of the pseudonyms of a Barcelona graffiti artist.  His name is Sergio Hidalgo Paredes.  It is also well known as
"Sixe" Walls or SixeArt.

sílex
Very hard and resistant stone.  Flint.  It is made up of a mixture of siliceous materials.  A town in the U.S. state of
Missouri . 

sílfide
It means tall, thin, slender and very beautiful woman.   She is also a nymph or elemental spirit of the air of Germanic
mythology. 

sílfidos
Hoverflies are also used.  It is the name given to a family of insects, which are diptera (flies), with appearance and habits
very similar to those of bees and wasps (Hymenoptera).  They usually drink nectar from flowers.  They belong to the
family Syrphidae. 

sílvidos
They are birds of the family Sylviidae.  They are called fulvetas, picoloros, timalies, charlatans, warblers, titmice.  They
are insectivorous and small size.



símica
It means that it is relative (to) apes or monkeys.  That it is proper to monkeys or that it belongs to them.  Of the apes. 

símil
It is the comparison between two things.  Weigh.  Mean comparison, similarity, comparison, comparing, Paragon,
confrontation.

síndrome de down
Down syndrome is a genetic defect caused by the alteration of chromosome 21, can be congenital.  It is considered a
genetic chance.  Trisomy 21.

síndrome de lesch nyhan
In Medicine is a very serious inherited disorder in the metabolism of purines, which is associated with an overproduction
of uric acid (AU), neurological disability and behavioral problems.  It is the most severe form of
hypoxanthin-guanine-phosphoritosyl-transferase (HPRT) deficiency.  In Medical terms the abbreviation SLN is used:

síndrome del nido vacío
It is a syndrome of absence of children, which parents suffer when they marry or become independent and often travel
far.  It is a painful experience that is reflected with deep sadness and a feeling of loss.  Feeling of emptiness or
loneliness caused by the absence of children. 

síndrome del salvador blanco
It is an unfounded belief that proliferates in very poor countries, especially Africans, according to which white people or
white robes are the only ones who can save them from their sufferings, which are usually malnutrition.  In many cases
this false belief has led to people with medical ignorance passing up as such and creating foundations of supposed
humanitarian aid.

sínfisis
It is a term used in Medicine and Anatomy.  It is the name given to a cartilaginous joint, in which there is interposed
between the joint surfaces, a disc of fibrocartílago.  Type of amphiarthrosis . 

sínsoras
Plural of sínsora .  It means a distant, imprecise place of dubious existence. 

sístole
It is a term used in medicine.  Contraction movement of the heart and arteries to propel blood. 

skat
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning leg or shin.  It could also mean desire.  It is also the name of a star of the
Constellation Aquarius It is also known as Delta Aquarii, 76 Aquarii.  There is also another star called Skat or Scheat,
which belongs to the Constellation Pegasus, also called Beta Pegasi. 

skate
It is a word of English origin and that means skate. 



skere
It is an anglicism that rappers have become popular.  It means everything or everything is going well.  Everything is fine. 
So how cool, bacano in our Latin slang.

skijama
It is an acronym for skiing and pajamas.  It is a kind of pajamas for men composed of sweater and tight trousers on the
ankles. 

skimmer
It is a word of the English language meaning skimmer or foamer.  In the oil industry it is a pond or swimming pool where
you try to separate fats and water. 

skimmers
It's an English word.  Plural skimmer .  It means skimmer, foamer.  It is a type of construction consisting of a box with
partitions and siphon to separate fats from water.  It is widely used in the oil industry, to eliminate hydrocarbons in water
flows, prior to a wastewater treatment.  The hydrocarbon is recovered and passed to filters and then back to production.

skipjack
It is an English language word meaning listing, with lists or stripes, or just keg.  It is a variety of tuna (skipjack tuna ) also
known as pretty striped belly or tuna listing.  Its scientific name is Katsuwonus pelamis and belongs to the Scombridae
family.

skipper
It is an English word that means patron or patron, or captain, who directs.  It can also be in English synonymous with
jumper. 

skopie
Skopje Skopje is the name of the Capital and largest city in Macedonia.  It is located on the banks of the Vardar River.

skopje
It is the name of a European city, capital of Macedonia.  RAE recommended in Spanish the name Skopje.

skrt
skrt is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Skrrt" as meaning:<br>The onomatopoeia of the braking of a vehicle,
it really should be Skrrrt, longer.  Screech of wheels when braking.  Used in Rap and Hip Hop.

skyward
It is an English word which means towards the sky.

slack
It is an English language word that means loose, loose, untightened.  In Colombia it was a way of calling the long pants
for lady.

slay



It is a word from the English language that means to kill, murder, to finish.  It can also mean making you die of laughter,
make you laugh out loud. 

slim
It is a word of the English language meaning thin or thin.  Last name of a Mexican businessman, owner of several
communications companies and partner of Apple.  Its full name is Carlos Slim Helú .  He is a Civil Engineer by
profession. 

slmendro de malabar
slmendro of malabar is incorrectly written, and should be written as Malabar almond.  being its meaning: the correct term
is Malabar almond.  It is an error of fingering that I made in my definition of almendron (Terminalia catappa, tree in the
family Combretaceae).  Excuse me please.

slugterra
It is the name of a Canadian animated television series.  It was created by Asaph Fipke and premiered on Disney XD in
the United States in 2012 (October 15).  World under the earth's surface.  Underground, interconnected caverns.  It has
had 6 movies and 5 seasons. 

slum
It's an English term meaning low ward.  It can be equated with the terms slum, favela, suburb, arrabal.  They are urban
or population centers that usually lack essential services. 

slurred
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English language. It means saying something very quickly. as hasty and
confused. Fuzzy, poorly articulated.

smart
It is a word from the English language that has several meanings: smart, elegant, neat, intelligent.  It can also mean
stinging or pain. 

smvdj
smvdj is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 SMVDJ; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>SMVDJ is the
acronym in English of the monthly statistics of channels and You Tube provided by Socialblade.com.SMV is Standard
Minute Value term used in engineering. DJ is a Disk Jockey.

snack
It is a term of the English language and refers to foods called pasabocas or sandwiches.  The word as such refers to
sandwich or snack, small bites (not the Colombian guava sweet). 

snak
The correct term is snack.  It's an English word meaning raisin, snack, snack, snack.

snap
It's an English language word that means break. 



sneakers
It is a word of the English language meaning sneakers, sports shoes for athletes. 

sneezewort
It's an English word that means sneezing.  You can also use sneeze.

snergia
The correct term is synergy.  It means to join forces to achieve a common goal.  Cooperation, collaboration, help.

sniper
It is a word in the English language meaning sniper.

snippety
It means fractional, party, fragmented, torn, broken, made to shreds.  Composed of many pieces.

snonimo de ender
ender snonimo is incorrectly written, and should be written synonymously with"Ender" being its meaning:<br>ender
snonimo is misspelled. The right thing is synonymous with Ender. Ender is proper name so it should not have
synonyms. There is a series on Andrew " Ender " Ender Wiggin, the fictional character in the novels and films of Orson
Scott Card.Si take as noun would mean something like finalizer, culminator, terminator, trailer ( in English auctioner,
finisher, culminator, terminator, )

snorkel
It is a tube that is used to help you breathe in underwater activities. 

sns
SNS is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 SNS; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>It is the symbol of
the national health service, entity Rector here in Dominican Republic.

so
It can also be the abbreviation for south east.  Orientation in 120-degree course.

sobacos
In Colombia armpits.  Plural of sobaco .

sobado
In Colombia it is an inflection of sobar, which means groping, feeling, rubbing, touching, disturbing, annoying.  In our
country, sobado, also means care, person who has bad customs and easily bows to crime.  Dangerous. 

sobandero
Empirical kinesiologist, masseur.  Person who through sobas and massages heals dislocations, dislocations and
fractures.



sobao
In Colombia the word Sobao ( it is better to say sobado ) you want to signify that it is an uncomfortable person, care,
which must be misgivings or reservations to treat it.  It generates risks, dangerous.  Inflection of rub, means wipe gently,
rosar, massage.  Ajado, abused, overused, worn, trite, known, overworked, beaten, injured. In Costa Rica is a sweet
sweet honey cane, jaggery or sugar, marshmallow-like.

sobarcar
It can mean two things: to wear something in the sobacos or between the sobacos or also to raise the dresses to the
height of the sobacos. 

sobejano
It means leftovers, leftovers.  Residues or remains of food . 

sobejo
It means leftovers, leftovers of food.  Food waste . 

soberanas
Sovereign Plural .  It means queens, emperatrics, monarchs, who rule.  In Colombia it is also used as an adjective and
means tremendous, magnificent, excellent, splendid or free, autonomous or independent.

soberano
It means that exercises sovereignty, which governs.  King, monarch, Emperor, Majesty.  It also means independent,
free, autonomous, emancipated, superior, excellent, great.

soboco
It is the symbol of Southern Boone High School and Southern Boone County (Southern Boone County, in Ashland,
Missouri).

soborno
A practice that has become common in many countries to obtain favors or privileges.  Crime which consists of delivering
gifts to obtain benefits.  Give bribes.  Bribery, offering, bribe, gift, bite, greased.

sobrado
It's a surplus inflection.  It means exceeding, exaggerating, surpassing, overflowing, overflowing, abounding, idle.  In
Colombia leftover also means residue, leftovers, concho (especially when it refers to meals).  By extension means it
stands out too much over all the others.  That gets the accomplishments very easily.  Smart.

sobrador
A person who adopts an attitude of superior to others.  vain, proud, boastful, presumed.  Believing himself invincible.

sobranceiras
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a word in Portuguese that means outstanding, prominent. Sobrancelhas
are eyebrows. In Galician as well as outstanding or prominent, is also used as a hat, that surplus. Without trade.



sobranceiro
It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese. It means outstanding, prominent, featured.

sobrantes
It means materials remaining after a work or construction.  Surplus, excess, surplus, residue and excess.

sobrar
It means to exceed, overflow, exceed, abound, loose, overflow.  Have, count or supply more than necessary.  It exceeds
what is necessary or what is required. 

sobras
Waste of a meal.  What is left on the plate and not eaten.  Colombia means waste, surplus, excess, scraps, waste,
waste, debris, remains.  Also it is the same as lavaza, waste of meals that are saved to give to pigs.

sobrebarriga
Skin or fabric that covers the belly.

sobrecalificar
It can mean overvaluing, giving a higher rating to something or someone, than it really deserves.  Qualify with laxity or
without much demand.  Be kind in qualifying.  Not be too strict when qualifying. 

sobredosis
Name of a song by Ozuna and Romeo Santos.  It's also the name of another Soda Stereo song.  It means application or
intake of a medicine at a higher dose than adequate or ordered by a doctor.  By extension means excess, exaggeration,
abuse.

sobreendeudamiento
It is a financial condition in which someone (especially a company or a state), acquires debts, which exceed their normal
borrowing capacity.

sobreestimular
He wants to over-stimulate.  Stimulate too much.  Early exposure to someone (e.g. a baby) to something they are not
prepared for. 

sobremaduro
In Colombia, the result that it has gone from maturity and begins to decay.  Last, very mature.

sobrenadante
Cream that forms on water surfaces.  Thick layer floating on water.  Floating. 

sobrenombres
Soakings, nicknames, aliases, nicknames, appellate, pseudonyms.  It is a familiar, friendly or degrading way to call a
person, without using their real name.  You can highlight a characteristic, condition, quality, or defect. 



sobrepastorear
It is the activity of developing livestock with more cattle than can be properly kept on a land.  Exceed the carrying
capacity of a paddock.  Exceed the technically adequate density of cattle per hectare.  In this condition, the productivity
of the herd decreases and the outbreak of diseases is also promoted. 

sobrero
It is one of the ways of commonly calling cork or cork oak.  Which is obtained from cork, suberin.  In Bullfighting it is an
extra bull that is a replacement or substitute or that is taken as an additional in bullfighting. 

sobresaliente
It means that it stands out, that it has more height or more value than those that are close or with which it is compared. 
Higher performing or better qualified.  Superior, excellent, remarkable, outstanding, best, advantaged, magnificent,
notorious. 

sobrevender
Sell more products than you have in stock or in stock.  Sell more tickets than chairs available for a flight.  It is a
somewhat common practice in airlines and in times of high demand it generates many problems for travelers. 

sobrevivencia
He is to remain in a condition that allows you to live almost properly or just getting the minimum necessary.  Survival,
livelihood, retention, persistence, then keep.  stay alive, survive.


